Why Modular?
Why National Partitions?
National Partitions’ Modular Buildings are the way today’s
most innovative companies prepare for an ever-changing
future. Thanks to the flexibility, higher performance and
innovative features of modular construction, our customers
can respond quickly to market changes while maintaining

The Modular Building Authority.
Innovative  Designs   Endless Applications
In-Plant Office

HiWall

Separate office activities from
manufacturing or warehouse areas.
Systems are available in many
standard sizes and configurations
and can be shipped and set up in
just a few days.

Divides plant areas quickly and
economically. The wall panels
can be customized for double
or overhead doors, lift out
wall sections, header cutouts,
pass-thru and special window
openings.

the integrity of their construction investment. Compared to
traditional stud and drywall construction, National Partitions’
modular building benefits include:
•

Greater durability and superior fire protection

•

Shorter construction time and fewer facility
interruptions

•

Cleaner construction and maintenance

•

Higher engineered performance tolerances

•

Flexible, reusable materials

•

Major cost savings including significant tax benefits

•

Superior sound deadening capabilities customizable
to fit your specific needs

All of these advantages will save your company time and
money just as quickly as our modular buildings are installed.

Two Story

Mezzanine

Doubles your space while cutting
floor cost in half. Allows a clear
view of plant work areas. Custom
configuration built to any size.

An affordable and practical
solution to increasing the
usable area of any floor space.
Ideal for storage, assembly
processes, support conveyors,
catwalk structures, and offices.

Vision Tower

Guard Building

Clear wide spans allow open
space below for working areas.
Maximizes the use of expensive
floor space. Installs quickly,
moves easily.

Improves security on
manufacturing facilities,
campuses, military bases,
at airports, and commercial
businesses. Can be moved
easily with a forklift.

Moduplex

Partitions

Designs accommodate small
to multi-office complexes of
several thousand square feet.
Storage roofs utilize overhead
space. The System’s flexibility
and reusability allows future
reconfiguration of office space.

Maximize the use of floor
space. The sound conditioned
wall system is quickly installed
and easily reconfigured,
ensuring the highest level of
convenience and efficiency.

But even more significant benefits are realized over time as
your company takes advantage of the increased productivity,
flexibility, durability and bottom-line rewards National
Partitions’ modular construction provides.

